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The incandescent lamp is bringing people a convenient life, but in the 
meanwhile，it is making the greenhouse effect aggravated because of the large wasting 
of energy and high carbon dioxide emissions. Nowadays，the energy-saving lamp is 
turning out to be the best substitute for incandescent lamp due to the excellent lighting 
effect and the long working-life and so on. 
The spiral energy-saving lamp sealing machine is one of the facilities what can 
make a strong sealing in both of core column and light tube. It is keeping 36 welding 
stations and 72 stepping motors, but due to the exorbitant cost of the PLC Control 
System, it is hard to be spread and accepted wildly. For this issue and creating a 
reliable, stable and efficient control system, this paper gets going to talk about a 
Single-chip Control System based on the RS485-bus communication and developing a 
stepping motor driver module for reducing the cost of excess stepping motor drivers. 
First part, the paper shows you a new design of the overall plan of the control 
system according to the analysis of the structure and operating principle of the 
automatic spiral energy-saving lamp sealing machine, and it will take the hardware 
and software development of the master controller and alternate controller as the key 
contents of this paper. 
Second part, the paper introduces you the platform design of software and 
hardware of the control system. For the part of the hardware platform, it will highlight 
the circuitry of every functional module of the master controller and alternate 
controller, including stepping motor driver module, RS485-bus communication 
module, low-voltage detection module and so on. For the part of the software platform, 
it will focus on functional module program what makes up the basic framework of the 
software of the master controller and alternate controller as well as the algorithm of 
the relevant flow chart. 
Third part, the paper makes a specific analysis and presents some feasible 
solutions for the issues of the RS485-bus communication disturbed by the frequency 
converter and the error saving data caused by the abrupt power-lost. 
Last part, the paper summarizes the entire studies, experience and shortage, 
indicates the further working-task and research-direction of this control system.  















introduced by the paper meets the predetermined requirements. The sealing machine 
works reliably and stably while the good-price control system comes into use which 
proves its excellent marketing value. 
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的 12%左右。据统计，白炽灯每瓦发出 10lm 左右的光，使用寿命 1000h 左右。
而节能灯每瓦发出 60lm 左右的光，使用寿命 5000h 以上，一些好的品牌甚至可
以达到 10000h[1]。节能灯比白炽灯节电 70%~80%，发光效率却是白炽灯的 5 倍
以上。如果把在用的白炽灯全部替换为节能灯，年可节电 480 亿千瓦时，相当于















节能灯种类繁多， 常见的有 U 型和螺旋型灯管两种，每种灯管又分为很
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